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Campus Groups Add To Growth of Chest Fund
Beta Gamma Chi, Allenian, Tau Delta Phi Are Latest Contributors

Organization Presidents Asked To See Either Chairman Immediately

Following the example of Pi Ome Psi, the Community Chest dinner on Thursday, November 4, was successfully completed and all funds were turned over to the Campus Chest fund today. The amount of $3,500.00, which was originally set as the goal for the campaign, may not be reached by November 16 but if we are able to raise a few hundred of additional funds it would be a great achievement.

Miss Catherine Kinsey is president of the local campaign near Santa Cruz. Mrs. Richard Miller heads the Allenian campaign. Omega Psi is in charge of the Tau Delta Phi and is in the lead in the plans for contributions for the Community Chest, among other plans as planned for the campaign.

The installation of the new officers of the various groups was accomplished at the dinner on Thursday.

At installation ceremonies are to be congratulated the following officers:

Beta Gamma Chi
Robert H. Price, President
Muriel L. Gwinn, Vice-President
Jack Ghilarducci, Secretary

Allenian
Mary Francis, President
Evelyn Thomas, Vice-President

Tau Delta Phi
Shirley B. Putnam, President
Margaret Hough, Vice-President

Student Talent to Appear in Recital

Presenting an interesting cast of vocal musical talent, the Music Department will present its first recital of the year Friday afternoon, November 12, in the Little Theatre.

Members of the cast will be Miss Winfield Fisher, Miss Ernestine Smith, Miss Kenneth Davis, Miss Martha Kerby Green, Miss and Mr. Ronald Spink, and Miss Evelyn Thomas.

These same students will take part in a program to be broadcast over KFRC Friday afternoon, November 12, sponsored by Sherrin's Club C.

Music Menstand Directs "Women's Club Play"

All music men will meet at noon Thursday, November 11, in Mrs. Rose Terlin in music men's room and discuss the play "Looking Up," which will be presented at 7:30 Thursday evening, November 11, in the Little Theatre.

The play, directed by Lawrence Mendenhall, will be presented in two acts, preceded by a collection of music.

Spartan Debate Squad To Meet St. Mary's Trio

First Club For Local Team Features Controversy On Tax System

On Wednesday, November 4, the variety debate team at St. Mary's on the topic of the Tax System was the first debate of the season.

First question was "Resolved: that the Government should be represented by a revenue system in which the greater burden of taxes should be in proportion of the capacity to pay, subject to a maximum rate of 75% on the fair market value of property, and in which the burden should not be greater than 75% of the total revenue of the country." The Anti side defended by Harriet Hensley and Bob Raskin, both student speakers. The Pro side will be defended by its speaker, who will be announced in the morning.

The debate will be held in the Little Theatre, Wednesday, November 10, at 7:30. Everyone is invited to come and see that they may have the best of a first debate.

College "Iams" Will Meet

Economic "Iams" dinner group will meet Monday night at 7:30 in the common room of the men's dormitory. All Peace Corps members will be invited to attend the meeting.

Spartan Senate Urges Inscription Of World Peace

Group Sends Letter To Western Conference Delegates

Under the auspices of the Spartan Senate, a letter has been written to the delegates to the Western Conference, urging them to do all in their power to insure peace between the nations.

First letter follows:

To United States Delegates,

The Western Conference, Grenada, Switzerland,

Gentlemen:

In the light of the high-minded interest in the problem of international peace and the fact that the world is faced with the need of an international conference for the consideration of the problem, the undersigned student organizations of San Jose State Normal, currently extending aid to all institutions of the Pacific area. This interest to moved, directed the need for world disarmament and peace, and in this our purpose, we, as Spartan senators, are both hearty supporters of the United States Delegation.

The program is as follows:

7:30: Test of the peace. Realization of the fact that if the American people of the world disarmament and peace, it will be possible for us to have a better chance at the peace.

8:00: Discussion of the problems.

9:00: Committee of Peace

Music Half Hour To Offer Chas Hanson in Nooand Day Recital

Director of Men's Glee Club To Appear Also

Mr. Charles Hanson, a pupil of Miss Minnie Thompson of the faculty, will be the guest artist at the Men's Glee Club recital in the Paulson Social Hall on Monday, November 16, at 12:30.

Mr. Hanson has appeared in numerous world tours and is a well known concert artist. He is the author of a number of programs and will be well known to the entire student body. Chas Hanson, pianist, will play several well known numbers.

No registration to attend the concert.

To those who have a desire to attend the recital or to have a pupil of the faculty singing, they may ask to be admitted to the concert.

Student Council To Decide Color Issue

Sponsored by the Student Council, a committee will be appointed to decide the colors to be used for the coming year.

The committee will consist of four members chosen by the Student Council and will meet at the discretion of the council for the purpose of making a final decision.

San Jose State has done its share in previous years in fact more than its share in the last two years—to make the local campus a success. Such a gratifying result would be a rewarding goal.

We have been assigned the quota of $3,000.00. The willing support of the entire student body and faculty will make the accomplishment of this task quite simple. Our chair men are justified in requesting everyone on the campus to do his part.

Surf City is Scene For Student Meet

The Institute of Pacific Relations at San Francisco will hold a conference of the Pacific area. This conference will feature the following topics: "The Pacific Area: The Future," "The Pacific Area: The Past," and "The Pacific Area: The Present." The conference will be held in the City College Building on Tuesday, November 9, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Pacific Basin Society and the Pacific Relations Institute of the University of California will also be represented at the conference.

The conference will be open to the public and will be free of charge.

Music for Dancing

A special feature of the conference will be a dance sponsored by the Student Council at the City College Auditorium on Thursday night, November 11, from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

The dance will feature a variety of music, including swing and modern styles. Refreshments will be served, and a cash bar will be available.

All students and faculty members are invited to attend.

Surf City is the ideal location for this event, with its beautiful beaches and inviting ocean atmosphere.

For more information, please contact the Student Council or the Institute of Pacific Relations.
Spartans in Santa Barbara Night Game

TWENTY-FIVE MEN TO LEAVE FOR FIRST LONG TRIP OF GRID SEASON

BY GIL BISHOP

Restaurant, the Sea Lion State, Cal State, gets a nice little rip

Spartan Yearlings Ready For Indian Babe Battle With Stanford Tomorrow

San Jose State gridders will pull out of the S.J. depot tomorrow, intent on just one thing. Faced by one of the strongest grid teams in the state, their charges are determined to keep a somewhat tarnished slate in the season's rear.

As an all-star aggregation, this Spartan Athletic Club is, in fact, the State's one of the strongest games of the season. Boiled down by names such as Beckrich, Duncan, Ehrhorn and a number of other West stars, the club team should give the Spartans a merry evening on the down-state turf.

Buckirk had a reputation for blinding speed at Santa Clara, and he had better be watched prudently. He was the Besens's touchdown against Cal State last year at the last minute with a busy catch of Judinich's forward pass.

Dave Barre, George Embady and Johnny Hines on the list. Hines is still rather doubtful as he has been bothered with a bad ankle and DeGroot may save him for the Conference game. Barre is also able to shift to left half at short notice.

The quarter back unit will be filled by big left half "Sarge" Cordoba, with Howard Wulfing as a capable substitute. Howard has been out for some time, but should be in shape to face the club men. "Red" Delahanty is also down as a quarter back, but the "black man" is a capable man, being one of the best halfbacks of the season.

The regular left halves will be Fran ports and Dickey Bennett, although "Red" Wood may be included in the lineup. DeGroot is looking for Ports and Bennett to put the heavier Santa Barbara team in a hole with a few slashing runs.

At night half, either Ray Arjo or Vorrath, and Rice fighting it out for the two weak Santa Barbara teams.

Willis will start, both men being good, at right half. Either Ray Arjo or Vorrath, and Rice fighting it out for the two weak Santa Barbara teams.

The California Ranger last year's foe, of San Jose State.
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Soccer Team Ties Stanford 3-3 in Hard Fought Overtime Contest

**Strong Stanford Freshman Team Favorites Over Spartan Yearlings**

**STATE FROSH TO SHOOT THE WORKS AGAINST THE STANFORD BABES**

Any hope we can get from Stanford apparently does not look promising as far as our own junior squad is concerned when they meet the Stanford teams at the Palo Alto stadium on Wednesday evening in a preliminary for the Cardinal Athletic games.

**LINE POWERFUL**

It appears to be that the Cardinal forwards will feature the four key points in the games and will assist the power defense in which the Montros have been last on a bad break after losing the last two minutes of action. The final score was 6-5, E. S. C. Fresh, Stanford Fresh.

Spartans came from behind to tie game in last minutes of play.

**MINUTE REVIVERS**

Freshmen football teams turned the tide and the freshman offense made a grand fourth quarter effort to secure the victory.

**OVER HALF-HUNDRED GIRLS ENJOY SWIM AND EATS AT WIND-N-A-NICE**

Over half-a-hundred women swimmers took part in the Swim-N-A-Nice at the San Jose City pool which was held Tuesday afternoon.

**GOING HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS**

**TRADE BUREAU**

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Columbia Olo

**IN HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM**

**DR. LAWRENCE L. CROSS**

Noted N. B. C. artist and his Negro Cross-cutters in person in a 3-act play—A Radio Picture of the Old South.

Admission 35c

Reserved 50c

**ROOS is headquarters for man-tailored TOPCOATS $25**

Swaggers

Balmacanas

Polo Coats

**ROOS BROs First Street at Santa Clara**
The Genius

"Nobody ever comes to see me. Not a damn soul, except a few young artists and they don't count. It makes me wild. The greatest mind in the world, and here I am, and nobody comes to see me."

—Mahatma Gandhi

Here is an artist, a former sign painter, who is an acknowledged genius. Critics say that in a few hours he has created more than adolescent chatter and mediocre paintings, yet he never produces a painting. Until Eilshemius produced more than adolescent chatter and mediocre paintings, nobody will come to see him.

—D. C.